
■ Inside Evolutions and KI - Behind Every Tattoo is a Story 
 

High Design, High Value, and the Ultimate in User Control 

At Inside Evolutions we provide High Design, High Value products and an unparalleled 
experience in the world of office interiors by assisting our dealer partners and the 
Architectural and Design community as an independent representation group with 
superior communication, technology, people, and process. One of those manufacturers, 
KI,  has recently launched a new concept in office furniture giving your users more 
control than ever and saving your company money.  Read and see more below and on 
YouTube….Tattoo  

They say there’s a story behind every tattoo. And we heard many stories as we 
researched the ways people work. 
 
We heard stories of frustration as project teams tried to find a place that would 
accommodate their needs – usually, a cramped conference room in an inconvenient 
location. We heard stories of coworkers who longed for visual privacy in a sea of open-
plan spaces. We heard stories from leadership teams wondering why production wasn’t 
where it needed to be despite having the talent on board. 
 
What we heard was the need to rewrite the story on systems furniture. To find a 
furniture solution that easily adapted to the fluidity of today’s workforce as well as 
people’s individual work styles. So we took a unique and fundamentally different 
approach to the design of panel-based systems furniture. The result was Tattoo. 
 
Tattoo is more than a collection of products. It’s a design philosophy that provides 
employees with control over their environment – empowering them to initiate workspace 
change on demand to keep pace with evolving roles and responsibilities. 
 
Tattoo is designed with a logic that makes it elegantly simple. Each element is 
proportionately scaled to work together in multiple configurations. Coordinating 
dimensions and complementary design details ensure all elements fit spatially and 
aesthetically within the same footprint no matter how you rearrange them. It’s something 
that can only be accomplished with the Tattoo Collection, which includes the following: 
 

• Spine Screen with Optional Power: Serves as the foundation for floor plan 
layouts and routes power where needed 

• Flex Screen: Helps with space division; arrange parallel, perpendicular or offset 
with other screens to delineate space 

• Slim Seating: Offers appropriately scaled soft seating within a workspace or can 
be used in a modular setting 

• Table: Provides surfaces proportioned to the slim seating; the base design 
maximizes leg room, eases ingress/egress and ensures stability 

• Storage: Offers solutions that better address what people are stowing today – 
less filing and more personal items 

• Accessories: Works with all magnetic surfaces (screens and storage) and 
includes paper management as well as tackable and markerboard surfaces 

 

https://youtu.be/H7Gjqns-Kcc
https://www.ki.com/products/name/tattoo-screens/
https://www.ki.com/products/name/tattoo-screens/
https://www.ki.com/products/name/tattoo-slim-seating/
https://www.ki.com/products/name/tattoo-tables/
https://www.ki.com/products/name/tattoo-storage/


And the best part is, you can rearrange these elements on the fly without tools or the 
need to involve facilities. You can move, manipulate and modify your personal and 
collective spaces. This innovative approach to a systems-like solution encourages 
higher levels of personal privacy, interaction, ideation and reflection. In addition, it helps 
clients align their cultural, brand and functional needs by creating dynamic and 
engaging workplace settings. 
 
Tattoo’s thoughtful design is also reflected in its installation. Unlike build-intensive 
systems lines, most Tattoo elements require minimal or no assembly. This translates 
into cost and time savings – both initially and with every rearrangement. 
 
Tattoo is a PVC-free system that leverages a high-percentage of aluminum, steel and 
other highly recyclable material options within its construction. Additionally, Tattoo was 
designed and produced within North America and adheres to the BIFMA LEVEL 
guideline of environmental standards. 
 
Tattoo celebrates individuality and expression. It paints a picture that’s defining and 
uniting – allowing everyone a way to stand out and belong. That’s our story, and we’re 
sticking to it. 
 
 
For more information, visit www.ki.com/tattoo. Or click the image links below. 
 
 

   

http://www.ki.com/tattoo
www.ki.com/tattoo
www.insideevolutions.com

